
CD, audio cassette and MiniDisc cleaners and accessories

Keep your home, car or portable cassette player sounding its best

Don't let dirty equipment ruin your listening-or your tapes. RadioShack has the maintenance items you need for your tape deck.
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Our best audio cassette
head cleaner and
demagnetizer
Unique field -discharge chip
demagnetizes tape heads as an
advanced 5 -brush, 32,000 -filament
design cleans areas that other
cleaners can miss. #44-1202

Cassette tape head
cleaner with solution
Helps extend tape and player life by
removing harmful oxide deposits
from tape heads, capstan and
entire tape path. #44-1162

Head -cleaning solvent
Safely dissolves dirt and oxide
deposits on video and audio tape
deck heads. Leaves no residue
behind. #44-1113

MiniDisc cleaner/protector
HyperBRUSH" cleans the optical lens and
the magnetic heads of your MD player. The
cleaning disc can be stored in the MD player
when it's not in use to help protect the lens
from dirt and damage. u44 -z000
Not stocked in stores but may be ordered at any
RadioShack store, online at RadioShack.com or by phone

at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK.

MD cleaner and CD scratch -repair kits

Repair most scratched CDs and
other CD -style discs with SkipDr®
Repairs most scratches and abrasions that can cause discs
to skip, freeze and fail to play. Removes dust, fingerprints
and other surface imperfections. Works on CDs, data,
game and photo discs, DVDs and more. Simple to
use-just spray, spin and shine. #26-497

Cleaning swabs
Package of 100. Long sticks for
extended reach. Dual -tipped cotton.
#44-1093

Recorder
telephone pickup
Easy -to -use suction cup attaches to
mcst phone handsets and plugs into
your recorder's external mic jack.
Records both sides of conversations.
For taping personal calls or keeping a
record of unwanted calls*. (May be
incompatible with some electronic phones.)

#44-533

Recorder foot switch
Plugs into remote pause jack of most
recorders. Really helpful when typing
from recorded notes-frees both
hands for keyboarding. Simply press
the switch with your foot to start or
stop the tape. Foam cushion helps
keep switch from slipping on smooth
floor surfaces. 5 -ft. cord with 3A2"
plug. Includes 14" plug adapter.
#44-610
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NEV. Motorized SkipDr
Like the original SkipDr, it repairs most damage that
can cause discs to fail. Plus, it works with virtually any
5" or 3" CD -style disc-music, game, photo or DVD.
Quick and easy motorized operation. Motorized
SkipDr also provides integral storage for its
resurfacing fluid, drying cloth and buffing
pad. Includes AC adapter. #26-597

'CAUTION: It is illegal in some states to record a conversation without the consent of all parties to the conversation, including the telephone company. Checkthe laws in your area before recording phone conversations. 

Red numbers available only through www.RadioShack.com, by special order at our stores or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK®. For shipping and pricing information, see page 3.


